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PC-#10_Bill Wiesner Public Comment #10 – to the Leelanau County Board of Commissioners:
Tuesday July 19, 2022 … We Demand Honest Elections in Our Leelanau County! … by
Replacing Dominion Voting Machines with Paper Ballots that are local, secure, and easily auditable
"The county clerk's office and now Secretary of State are
demanding I drop off my machine for unfettered access, and
God only knows doing what to it,” she said. “When you have
the fox guarding the hen house, somebody's got to stand up
and guard those hens.” …
Kast, the Republican Hillsdale County Clerk now tasked with
running the Adams Township election, said she is "well prepared"
to do so.
While she declined to discuss Scott's accusations, Kast told Bridge
Michigan she is not aware of any problems with Hart voting
machines used in Hillsdale County and said local elections “are
run to the utmost integrity."
Six Leelanau County Residents request replacing Dominion
“Black Box” Voting Machines with secure paper ballots:

Election officials in other parts of the state told Bridge they were
surprised by Scott’s recalcitrance and noted that clerks can
actually face criminal charges if they refuse to perform required
duties.
"People make decisions that sometimes they should regret later,"
said Livonia Clerk Susan Nash, a Republican, who told Bridge
Michigan she had been contacted by activists who also
wanted her to refuse tabulator maintenance.

Left to Right: #1: Ann Schlueter (4m:5s); #2: Carrie Onan
(10m:55s); #3: Bill Wiesner (TOP) (10m:55s); #4: Linda Shenik
(19m:40s); #5: Jim Kobberstad (25m:45s); and #6: Terry
Severance (2h:21m:28s).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bTWA2x6KaE&t=8134s
Two Leelanau County Residents
speak in support of Dominion
“Black Box” Voting Machines:
#1: Michelle Crocker / County
Clerk (2h:03m:40s); and Ty
Wessell / BofC Chairman
(2h:15m:30s).
#1: Clerk decries ‘tyranny’
after Michigan strips her
of running election
https://www.bridgemi.com/michigangovernment/clerk-decries-tyrannyafter-michigan-strips-her-runningelection

October 27, 2021
Jonathan Oosting (Email) Michigan Government
LANSING — A small-town clerk who refused mandatory
maintenance of her voting tabulator says she is hiring
attorneys to fight government "tyranny" after Michigan
officials stripped her of authority to conduct next week’s municipal
election.
Adams Township Clerk Stephanie Scott, a Republican, told
Bridge Michigan she does not trust the machine she inherited
upon taking office this year and wants to preserve any old data
on it, echoing unfounded claims that tabulators may have been
rigged against former President Donald Trump in 2020.
Scott also ignored state requests to confirm whether she would
sign off on legally required “logic and accuracy testing” but told
Bridge she still planned to conduct that testing on Wednesday
night even as she explored the possibility of ditching the
tabulator to conduct a hand-counted election.
The embattled clerk described her feud as a battle over "who
owns the tabulator and who has rights" to inspect or service it.

“I didn't listen to people in the beginning of the year, and I did
what I knew was right,” Nash said. “It'd be nice if this (2020)
election came to an end.”

#2:

2022-07-18_BOMBSHELL
New Lawsuit: Cyber Expert Report
of Raw Data Shows Machine
Manipulation of MI 2020 Election
[Excerpts]
https://conservative-daily.com/cdlivestream/bombshell-new-lawsuit-cyberexpert-report-of-raw-data-shows-machinemanipulation-of-mi-2020-election

Joe Oltmann_Conservative-Daily.com 02:21
I'm Joe. … So I got a phone call … late yesterday. And it was from
Stephanie Lambert, and Stephanie. If you don't know is a lawyer
from Michigan that has several cases, one in Pennsylvania and
one in Michigan. And she has several lawsuits that have been
filed. But now there's new information and expert report. And
that doesn't just point to the fraud. It aligns with all the fraud
that's happened across the country. But it also proves that
that the people at the state level that the governor Whitmer
they're complicit in this behavior. The Secretary of State's are
complicit in this behavior. They're actually designing an entire
system to steal the voice the American people and the
election machines…
Stefanie Lambert_lawyerForScottHillsdale 04:04
So Joe, I'm an attorney in Michigan… I represent Stephanie
Scott from Adams Township. She's a township clerk. And we
filed suit because the Secretary of State in Michigan wanted her to
perform an update on her tabulator and she was concerned that
they would wipe data that she was required to preserve by federal
law, and so she refused to perform this update and Michigan State
Police seized her tabulator as a result of her repeated
performance update. They stripped her of her election duties
unlawfully, and they even took her paper ballots. So Miss Scott
started to wonder what are they trying to hide? Right this seems as
if it's a cover up. So she had her EPB [Electronic Polling Book]
stick which is the USB stick that goes into a poll book, analyzed,
frantically analyzed and there was a FOIA request for the official
state data regarding who voted. And the data is off by 11 and a
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half percent. And what's really interesting is that the Secretary of
State ordered all of the local clerk's to delete their EPB stick data
in November. of 2020, which is a violation of law. … It is original
data. It's the only place that that election data exists. We have a
report from Ben Cotton that details what's on that EPB stick that's
not preserved anywhere else. And most importantly, it's needed to
reconcile an election that's in question. So she ordered all of these
EPB sticks to be deleted. And what we found is that there are
voters that voted in Adams Township that the numbers match what
was what the campus results were, that differ from the official state
results that were given with the FOIA results. So it's off by 11 and
a half percent. So the Secretary of State has voters that are
unique on its list by the election, that differ and are not included
with the Adams Township results that are from the EPB stick, and
likewise that … EPB stick has voters on it that are not at the state
level. So the data is off by 11 and a half percent, obviously, a large
amount.
Joe Oltmann_Conservative-Daily.com 06:38
So if we were to take 11 and a half percent, so 11 and a half
percent and I were to take that across the 83 counties. That is
approximately 800,000 votes. Is that right?
Stefanie Lambert_lawyerForScottHillsdale 06:55
It's a huge number. And that's not the only findings from this
report. That's really important for people to know. The contract
states that the voter roll that is used with the EV [Early
Voting] stick in the poll book is also installed prior to the
election on the tabulator. Which there's no reason for that.
That's supposed to be a counting machine. This allows potentially
the vendor or a bad actor through the internet to see who's voting
and how they're voting and allows for manipulation in real time
…
Joe Oltmann_Conservative-Daily.com 07:35
So this is in the actual contract, this is in the RFP [Request for
Proposal] for Hart and for Dominion in Michigan, correct?
Stefanie Lambert_lawyerForScottHillsdale 07:45
Correct. They admit to it, right? So I can't think of one good
reason as to why we need a voter roll on the tabulator. And
obviously, that would be original data that should also be
preserved and that these updates can wipe. So you know,
these are things that we absolutely have to fix in Michigan and
throughout this country moving forward. …
Stefanie Lambert_lawyerForScottHillsdale 09:38
Let me make sure that we have the data accurate. There are
voters listed at the state level that are not listed on Stephanie
Scott's records that are on the EPB stick. Okay, there are voters
also on the EPB stick that are not listed at the state level and
these are the certified results.
Stefanie Lambert_lawyerForScottHillsdale 17:06
... We have local clerks that can't see what's happening with
these machines. There's no transparency for the clerk that's in
charge of doing this. That's a huge problem. We've given all
control to the vendors at that point. So we really need to
change how these elections are happening moving forward so that
the clerk who is charged with that duty of running an accurate
and fair election can actually ensure that that's happening.
And she's not getting directions from the Secretary of State to
delete data. And she's not told by the vendor that she can't
see what's inside of the machine and that she must run
updates that she's concerned will wipe data. So we really
need to move until this problem is fixed back to a hand count in
my opinion by each clerk to ensure that the votes are actually
being counted accurately. …
Stefanie Lambert_lawyerForScottHillsdale 20:27
That's right. And that's what actually the expert Ben cotton is
willing to testify to that we currently have an election system

in place throughout this country that you cannot audit. If you
don't have all of the pieces of the data to reconcile each and
every piece. You can't audit. …
Stefanie Lambert_lawyerForScottHillsdale 33:20
… And I think that it's really important to look at this email
that the Secretary of State said around sent around in
November of 20, telling the clerk's that they must delete this
data. This is a federal code 20701 and 20702 require that
election records have to be kept for 22 months. This is a
federal election that was held in Adams Township, that the
Secretary of State ordered that local clerk to violate the law.
Stefanie Lambert_lawyerForScottHillsdale 37:46
I know that there is analysis taking place in a number of different
jurisdictions in Michigan, and that data will be revealed probably in
the near future.
Lambert_lawyerForScottHillsdale 42:34
… And so Stephanie Scott, in my opinion, is a hero for
pushing back on the Secretary of State and insisting that she
will follow the law and she will reveal what happened in her
Township and she'll continue to do her job that she was elected to
do. ***********************************
https://www.worldtribune.com/nye-county-nevada-commissioners-vote-for-paper-ballots

#3:

Nye County Nevada commissioners

vote for paper ballots
by WorldTribune Staff, March 17, 2022
In what may become a trend, Nye
County, Nevada has become the first in
the nation to recommend a switch to exclusively paper ballots
in future elections. Nye County commissioners voted
unanimously [5:0] on Tuesday to recommend the county
eliminate electronic voting machines and move to all-paper,
hand-counted elections for both the 2022 primary and general
elections.
“With the paper ballots, hand-counted at the precinct level,
decentralized — we’re going against what the forces want,”
Jim Marchant, a Republican candidate for secretary of state, told
the Nye County commissioners. “They want centralized
[systems] so they can manipulate it. So if we go against that
and get back to decentralized … that’s how we’re going to
guarantee that we have a fair and transparent election.” …
The vote requested but did not order that Nye County Clerk
Sandra Merlino make the changes. Merlino said she would
look into making the changes for the 2022 general election …
Prof. David Clements, who is working with groups nationwide
investigating election fraud and canvassing results, said in a
March 16 Telegram commentary: “Every county should be
sprinting towards this solution. Racing one another on who can
get rid of the machines faster. But ‘We the People’ have to show
up at these county meetings and demand action.” …
That is why it is important for Americans to “attend your next
county commission meeting. Organize and get others to
attend. Hundreds,” Clements wrote. “Use the time for public
comment to voice your concerns over rigged cheat machines.
Demand a no confidence vote on your corrupt election
machines. Keep showing up, increase your numbers, and if
necessary invite experts in the movement to help advocate.”
“Transition to all paper voting. No machines. Imagine casting
a real vote in your next election,” Clements added. “Fix your
county. Fix your country.” **********

Bill Wiesner / Leelanau County Resident and
www.TCFamily.org Founder
(231) 313-6805 #####

